It is shown that a perturbation argument that guarantees persistence of inertial (invariant and exponentially attracting) manifolds for linear perturbations of linear evolution equations applies also when the perturbation is nonlinear. This gives a simple but sharp condition for existence of inertial manifolds for semilinear parabolic as well as for some nonlinear hyperbolic equations. Fourier transform of the explicitly given equation for the tracking solution together with the Plancherel's theorem for Banach valued functions are used.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years it has been shown that solutions of many important PDE's approach exponentially to a flow on a smooth invariant finite dimensional manifold. See, for example, Henry [6] , Foias et al. [4] , Babin and Vishik [1] , Mallet-Paret and Sell [7] , Chow and Lu [3] , Hale [5] , Yeman [9] , and references therein. The crucial part often lies in finding an invariant attracting manifold for the flow in a Hilbert space X generated by u' + Au= F(u) (1.1) where A is a sectorial operator [6] in X and F is such that for some ~ [0, 1), Be~(X%X)
IIF(x)--F(y)JI<=IIB(x--y)N
for all x, yeX ~ here N(X ~, X) denotes the space of bounded operators from X ~ [6] into X. Various conditions that ensure existence of an inertial (invariant and attracting) manifold for (1.1) are known, however, since the problem seems to be a fundamental one, it would be nice to have optimal conditions. Here a condition that is sharp in a sense is presented. Let 2 > 0 be such that 2 + ico is in the resolvent set of A, p(A), for all co ~ N It is well known that A has an invariant subspace X1 which is the range of the projection associated with the spectral set in the half-plane Re z < 2.
X1 is an inertial manifold for u' + Au = 0. If 2 +im E p(A -B) for all ~o ~ N, the same could be said for the equation u'+Au =Bu, and one way to ensure this is by requiring that
[[B(A-2-i~o)-lll<l
for all o)cO~ (1.2)
since (A --B --2 -/co) -1 = (A -2 -ico)-~(1 -B(A -2 --i(.o)-1) -1
In this paper it is proven that (1.2) is actually also sufficient for the existence of an inertial manifold for the nonlinear equation (1.1)-no additional assumptions are needed. In spite of weaker and much simpler assumptions, the exponential atractivity result presented here (Theorem4.1) is actually stronger then the one obtained by Babin and
Vishik [1] , Henry [6] , Chow and Lu [3] , and Foias et al. [4] .
The paper is organized as follows. Assumptions, notation, and some well-known facts are presented in Section 2. Existence and some properties of the invariant manifold are derived in Section 3. In Section 4 exponential tracking is proven. Sections 3 and 4 are almost completely independent. In Section 5 it is shown how to modify assumptions so that the results of Sections 3 and 4 become applicable also to hyperbolic problems. A comparison of various assumptions is made in Section 6.
ASSUMPTIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
The following is the list of all assumptions that will be in effect in Sections 3 and 4:
(H1) Xis a complex Banach space. 
x, y~X ~
Observe that if X is any Hilbert space, then (H2) holds with M 0 = 1. Vagi [10] showed that if Mo= 1, then X has to be a Hilbert space. A slightly strengthened version of (H2) would imply that X would have to be homeomorphic to a Hilbert space. However, the intuitive argument presented in Section 1 suggests that (H2) is probably not needed. (H2) is used only in the proofs of Lemmas 3.2 and 4.2.
Various well-known consequences of the above assumptions and some definitions that are used in Sections 3 and 4 are now presented. Therefore if x e~g(r), then there exists u e C(R, X ~) such that u(r)=x, u(t) ~ ~(t) for all t e N and t'
Thus, ~ is an invariant manifold. Obviously, if F is periodic in or independent of the first variable, the same is true for ~. Some of the properties of ~ that are proved in the rest of this section are gathered in the following theorem. 
S(r, v, x)(t) = e-Altx -~ e -Al(t s)p1F(s + r, v(s)) ds + e-A('-s)p2F(s + z, v(s)) ds --co
for z e N, v e II, x e X~, t ~< 0. To see that u = S(z, v, x) ~ Y, observe that O
I[eX~u(t)[[=<.Me(X-~~)'ltxll +Mr K(t--s) O(s)ds --(;o
where
The following observation will be come useful: 
f'r e-mt-~)F(s u(t)=e A(t-r)u(T)+ +%v(s))ds

g(t)=(e~t(S(z,u,x)(t)-S(z,v,x)(t))
if t~<O 0 if t>O f(t)= e;
ot(F(z+t,u(t))_F(z+t,v(t)) )
if t~<O
which follows from the following:
f2
Piu(t)=e-A~x+ e-A~(t-')PiF(s+r,v(s))ds f2 eAl~plu(t)=x+ eA~'p1F(s+r, v(s)) ds rlu(t)=e
Al(t--T)PIN(T)+ fi'e-A'(t ~)PIF(S + v(s)) ds
"C ,
P2u(t): e-A(t-s)p2F(s+ z,v(s))ds --oo
P2u(t)=e ~('-~)P~u(T)+ e A~ T Lemma 3.2. IS(z, u, x) -S(z, v, x)[ r ~< p(2)lu -vl r for r e R, x 9 X1, g(t) = e ~(' ")e-al(t-')Plf(s) ds+ e;4~-')e -A(t ")P2f(s) ds,
For co s N, let
A straightforward calculation gives that for all co e R,
,,~-~ g(co)-(A-2 + ico) lc -=f~ e i~ dt ~0 fs =-j ds dte(;'-i~~ ~(t-')Ple ~'f(s) --co --o~ 0 0 + f_~ ds fs dt e(A-ic~ -A(t s)pze-i~ )
Since Bj ~ ~(X ~, X) for j = 0, 1,..., m, we have that Bj g = Bjg and
which implies the conclusion. 
r.(s)=e;'~(F(r+s,v.+l(s))-F(~+s,v.(s)))
for n>0, s~<0
Note that for n ~> 0, t ~< 0,
IIr.(s)ll2ds) <<.lv.+l-v.lr<~p'lvllr eX'(v.+z(t)--v~+l(t))= e~~ + e a(' ")e A('-')P2r.(s ) ds
Choose ee(0,1) so that a~>p and fix TE(-~,0). For n~>0, t~ (T, 0], we obtain from (3.1)
v.+2(t)--v,,+l(t)=e AIt-r)(v.+2(T)-v.+l(T)) f; e-A(t-S)(F(s + +'C, l;n+l(S))--F(s+'c , 1)n(S)))ds ]Iv. + 2(t) -v. + 1(011~ ~< M(t --T) =e a{,--V)--ark, en
+ ML s) =e a{'-S) llv.+,(s)-v.(s)El=ds
f' <~k2(t-T) ~anq-gk 3 (t-s)-=llv.+~(s)-v.(s)ll=ds r
where k2=Me ~" ~l~kl(l+e ~r), k3=ML(l+e~r)/e. Thus, for n>~l,
and therefore there exists k4 < oo such that
Ilv.+l(t)-v.(t)N~<~e'-l(t-T)-~k4
for n>~l, te(T, 0] 
Ply(O) = eAr'plY(t) + f, ea~PiF(s + r, v(s)) ds P1 v(t) = e-A~ ~P1 v(O) + f t e At(,-s)p1F(s + z, v(s)) ds JO
If-m<T~<t~<0, then
f;e A('
P2v( t) = e -A(t-r)P2v( T) + --~)P2F(s + z, v(s) ) ds
and since the integral converges as T-~ -~, the limit of 
e;'t(u(t) -v(t)) = eate-A"(x --y) + e;.(t-s) e -A,(t ,ip1 r(s) ds
+ e ~.(t S)e-A(t s)p2r(s)ds --0(3 where r(t) = eXt(F(t + ~, u(t)) -F(t + ~, v(t)))
u(t) -v(t) = e -~"-~(u(r) -v(r)) f;e-A(t-~)(F(s + + ~, u(s)) --F(s + ~, v(s))) ds
Ilu(t) -v(t)ll~ ~< M(t-T) ~e -"(t r)-~rd4 I[x-Yll i' + ML (t-s)-~e a(t-s31lu(s)-v(s)ll=ds T which implies [see (3.2)] that for some ds we have
I[u(t)-v(t)ll=<<.llx-Yll(t-T)-~d5 for re(T, O] and since h(z, x) -h(z, y) = u(O) -v(O) -x + y, we are done.
of h.
Lemma 3.6. h" ~ x X 1 -~ X ~ is continuous.
Remark. Inequality (3.3) below can sometimes imply more regularity
Proof of Lemma 3.6. Fix ~ e R, x e X~. Take u
s C(N, X ~) such that u(z) = x + h(z, x), u(t) e J/(t) for t e ~ and for -~ < T~< t < 0% u(t) = e-A(t-T)u(T) + 3% e-A(t-S)F(s, u(s)) ds
For o e N, y e X1 we have 
h(r y) -h('c, x) = h(a, y) -h(cr, x) + h(o, P1 u('c)) -h(ff, P1 u(a)) + P2u(a)-P2u(z)
IIh
EXPONENTIAL TRACKING
Choose any re ~, us C([r, oo), X ~) such that (,t 
u(t)=e -n(' ~)u(z)+j~e -A(' ")F(s,u(s))ds for t>~z
The purpose of this section is to prove the following.
Theorem 5.1. There exists a unique v e C(~, X ~) such that f)e-A('-S)F v(t) = e-X('-r)v(T) + (s, v(s)) ds tle;"(u(t)-v(t))tlPdt+ Ileatv(t)H~dt<oo for p=l,2 --oo for -oo < T <~ t < oo Moreover, v(t)eJ~(t) for all t e R and there exists depends only on M, 2, 21 , )~2, c~, L, l, p(2), such that e;~tllv(t)-u(t)[l~<<.Ce ;T inf IIx-u(T)ll~ forall x ~ .~l ( T)
Theorem 3.1 gives a bound for
P2u(t) -h(t, P1 u(t)) = P2(u(t) -v(t)) + h(t, P1 v(t)) -h(t, P1 u(t))
Define u(t)= e -~(t ~)u(z) for t< z and let
Ite;~tBjO(t)ll2dt
for ~beZ j=O oo w(t)=-u(t)+e
AI(t--z)PlU('C)-t'-e A(t ")P2F(s,u(s))ds --oo -e -AI(t ")PiF(s,u(s))ds for t~<z w(t)=e-A(t-~)w(z)=e A('-~)PzW(Z )
for t>z
Observe that w e Z. Define R : Z ~ Z by
(R())(t)=w(t)+ e A"-~P~(F(s,~(s)+u(s))-F(s,u(s)))ds --oo -e A~('-')PI(F(s, ()(s)+u(s))-F(s, u(s)))ds Lemma 4.2. Ie(~-eOlz<<.p(2)l(~-Ol~ for @, ~,~Z.
Proof. For t~Rlet g(t) = e;~t((RO)(t) -(R~)(t)) f(t) = e;t(F(t, fb(t) + u(t)) -F(t, ~,(t) + u(t)))
As in the proof of Lemma 3.2, Proof. Uniqueness follows from Lemma 4.2. Let ~b o = 0, ~bn+l= Rq~ n for n ~> 0. Note that for t e ~, n ~> 0, ~ft c~
~,(cn)=(A-2+i~o)-lf(co)
e~t(~+z(t)-~+l(t)) e~(t-'~e A(,-,)p2r~(s)ds --e ~(~ ")e-A~(~-~)Plr~(s ) ds
r~(t) = e~'(F(t, ~ +,(t) + u(t)) -F(t, ~n(t) + u(t))) Let f~(t) = e ;'t I1~+ l(t) -~(t)ll~ and
~ MLe (;~-~)~ if t~<O K(t)=[MLt-~e(~-;2)'
if t>0
and note that 
f,+~(t)<~ K(t-s)f,(s)ds
xedg(T).
Let O e Y be such that S(T, 0, PlX) = 0, hence x = 0(0). Define
~O(t-T)-u(t)
for t ~< T 0o(t)= for t> T 00 is in general not continuous, however, 01-R0o can clearly be evaluated, and a long but straightforward calculation gives
~e -AI~' r)Pl(u(T)-x )
if t~< T 
01(t)-O~ r)P2(x-u(T))
for n>~N+l, te~ For -~<T~<t<~ we have
P2(v(t) -u(t)) = -P2u(t) + e-A(* T)P2v(T) ~" e a(,-~) P2(F(s ' v(s) )-F(s, u(s))) + ds JT + fTe-A('-~)P2F(s, u(s)) ds
letting T~ -~, we obtain (as in the proof of Lemma 3.4)
P2(v(t)-u(t))= -Pzu(t) + I t_ ~ e A('-s~ P2F(s , u(s)) ds + e A('-')Pz(F(s, v(s))-f(s, u(s))) ds
If T ~< t ~< T, then
PI(v( T) -u( T) ) = e -AI(T t) Pl(v( t ) -u( t) ) + f]" e-AI(T-s)p,(F(s, V(S)) --F(s, u(s))) ds e~(v(t) -u(t)) = e -AI~'-T~PI(v(T) -.( r)) ;7 -e-A'(t-')Pl(f(s, v(s))-F(s, u(s))) ds
letting T~ oo we obtain that for t ~> ~, ;$
Pl(v(t) -u(t)) = -e -Ai(t ")Pl(f(s, v(s)) -F(s, u(s))) ds (4.3) If t ~< r, then
Pl(v( t) -u( t) ) = -Pl U( t) + e-Al(t-z) PlO)('C ) --U('C)) + e-A'(t-~) Pl U('r ) --f] e A'('-s~PIF(S, v(s)) ds
and (4.3) implies f;
-A~(t-s)Pl(F(s, v(s)) --F(s, u(s))) ds = P1 w(t)-e A~(, ")PI(F(s, v(s))-f(s, u(s))) ds
this, (4.2), and (4.3) imply that v-u = R(v-u).
Miklav~i~
HYPERBOLIC EXTENSION
The assumption used so far that A is a sectorial operator can be weakened by requiring that -A is the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup and thus the theory becomes applicable to hyperbolic problems. In this case the condition that 2 +/co is in the resolvent set of A for all real co does not guarantee existence of subspaces with bounds on the semigroup as presented in Section 2 therefore we have to postulate them. With these changes and ~ = 0 (hence X ~ = X, II" II ~ = II II), the results in Sections 3 and 4 apply unchanged. For the sake of clarity let me state explicitly all assumptions needed in this case. For z ~ C with )~1 < Re z < 22, one can easily show that z is in the resolvent set of A and that, for all x E X, 
Theorem 5.1. In Sections 3 and 4 everything remains valid under the above assumptions ( V1)-(V7) and with the above notation.
Observe also that proofs of Lemmas 3.3, 3.5, and 4.3 can be simplified when ~ < 1/2. [4] , pp. 143-150 of Henry [6] , p. 423 of Temam [9] ). Their expressions become singular as c~ --+ 1 (e ~ 1/2 of Temam [9] . Mowever, it was known [8] that if ~=0, then (6.2) is sufficient for the existence of an inertial manifold when the spectrum of A consists of eigenvalues only--which is assumed also by Foias et al. [4] and Temam [9] . No assumptions on the range of F are made here, however, if one has that F: X~+~--+ X ~ for some /? > 0, then one may want to use X ~ instead of X for the basic space. 
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